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Highlights
 Prior studies suggest that, by raising health
costs several billion dollars, the under-26
mandate has led to several hundred thousand
individuals losing health insurance coverage.
 Economic evidence suggests that the under-26
mandate also discourages work, potentially
increasing unemployment.
 Just as conservatives opposed extended
unemployment benefits, some would argue
that removing disincentives for young people
to seek full-time work would encourage
economic growth and job creation.

Numerous press reports in recent weeks have
focused on what actions Congress may take in
the event that Obamacare is repealed, or struck
down in its entirety by the Supreme Court.
Many of these stories have focused on the law’s
new mandate requiring insurers to cover policy
holders’ children under age 26. Several
Members of Congress have expressed support
for this provision, and one has even proposed
extending the mandate for coverage of dependent children to all those under age 31. 1 If the latter
proposal passes, 28-year-old Mark Zuckerberg, with an estimated net worth of $17.5 billion, would be
one of those eligible for dependent coverage under his parents’ health insurance. 2

While the Obama Administration has attempted to use the under-26 mandate to sell their unpopular
health law, the mandate itself is not without costs and perverse incentives, both to the health system and
the economy as a whole. A closer examination of the costs of this new government mandate reveals it
may not be the panacea supporters have claimed.
Impact on Costs: In its interim final rule implementing the under-26 mandate, the Administration
claimed the provision would impose transfer costs of $3.5-$6.9 billion annually, and would raise
premiums by 1 percent per year. 3 However, a George Mason University study released in January found
that the Administration omitted several key components in its regulatory impact analysis for this rule,
understating its cost, potentially by billions. 4 Given an average premium for employer-sponsored
insurance of $15,073 in 2011, 5 an under-26 mandate raising costs by 1 to 3 percent would increase
premiums by $151 to $452 per year. 6 Conservatives have frequently criticized Obamacare for raising
health insurance premiums, in direct violation of candidate Obama’s promise to lower them. 7 Even the
Administration admits that the under-26 mandate has led to higher premiums for businesses and
families.
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Impact on Coverage: While many press reports have focused on the “children” obtaining coverage
thanks to the under-26 mandate, fewer have examined how many individuals have lost coverage due to
the federal requirements. However, studies suggest these numbers are not insignificant. For instance,
multiple 8 studies 9 have suggested that every 1% increase in premiums increases the number of
uninsured by approximately 200,000-300,000 individuals nationwide. With the under-26 mandate
raising premiums by at least 1%, and potentially much more for some plans, it is reasonable to conclude
that hundreds of thousands of individuals have lost coverage – because they were priced out of the
individual market, or because their employers decided to stop offering coverage – as a result of the new
requirements. These newly uninsured individuals represent what authors William Graham Sumner and
Amity Shlaes famously referred to as the “Forgotten Men” – the individuals suffering harm as a result of
government intervention.
Meanwhile, the mandate would turn one of the health market’s few remaining natural incentives on its
heads, discouraging young adults from purchasing insurance for themselves. Instead of mandating that
health insurance plans include family coverage for adult children, policy should encourage all young
adults to purchase an individual health plan that they can afford and keep throughout their lives.

Impact on Jobs: The under-26 mandate could have a negative impact on jobs and the economy, in two
respects. First, to the extent that businesses are forced to absorb the billions of dollars in costs associated
with the mandate, they would prove less eager to take on additional workers, or increase hours for
existing workers. Second, numerous 10 studies 11 have illustrated that extended unemployment benefits
tend to lengthen the average duration of unemployment, and increase the unemployment rate, by
discouraging individuals from looking for work.

For similar reasons, some would argue that the under-26 mandate likewise provides financial incentives
that discourage work, thereby increasing unemployment. Both the Congressional Budget Office and thenSpeaker Pelosi have admitted that Obamacare’s health insurance provisions will hinder the labor market.
The CBO stated that the law as a whole will “discourage work,” 12 reducing the labor supply by about
800,000 jobs. 13 Pelosi encouraged young people to “leave your work” and “go be creative and be a
musician or whatever,” because Obamacare would provide them with health insurance, thanks to the
under-26 mandate and similar provisions. 14
The heightened focus on under-26 coverage in many respects focuses on the symptom of a larger
problem. Put simply, fewer Americans would need to remain on their parents’ health insurance if they
had stable, full-time work. As of last year, a majority of firms, and more than five of six firms with more
than 25 employees, offer insurance coverage to their workers. 15 However, most firms do not offer health
benefits to part-time or temporary workers. 16 Recent surveys indicating that half of all recent college
graduates are unemployed or under-employed – a devastating indictment of the Obama Administration’s
failed economic policies – illustrate the real reason why the under-26 provision has attracted so much
attention: Because millions of young Americans can’t find full-time work. 17

Given prolonged economic stagnation and its toll on young Americans, economic growth and job creation
– not new government mandates – should take precedence. Just as conservatives insisted on reducing
the length of extended unemployment benefits as part of the payroll tax extension earlier this year,
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removing disincentives for young people to seek full-time employment may be one ingredient necessary
to restoring the job market to full strength.

As policymakers ponder the fate of the law in the wake of the Supreme Court’s ruling, Congress would be
wise to consider the economic impacts listed above. Re-instituting a government mandate on the private
sector would have significant economic costs, and would also undermine the cause of individual liberty in
the process. A welfare state administered by the private sector, yet mandated by government, remains a
welfare state at its core.
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